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Lawit gas field, discovered in 1979, is currently being developed with the planned drilling of 17 wells. This development, 
which began in early 1997, has two primary reservoirs, D32136 and D55/60 reservoirs in Lawit consist of primarily fine grained 
deltaic and tidal deposits with thicknesses ranging from 66 to 87 meters and 72 to 89 meters respectively. These reservoirs are 
made up of highly porous stream mouth bar and subtidal channel facies mixed with thin laminations of bioturbated sands and 
shales. Net sand to gross thickness ranges from 30 to 71 percent for D32136 and 25 to 70 percent for D55/60. The field 
development challenge is to optimize the penetration of highest quality reservoir in each well to ensure maximum gas flow rates 
and optimize production. 

This paper summarizes how 3-D seismic attribute analysis was used in the D32136 reservoir as a net gas thickness 
predictive tool during Lawit field development. 

The 1990 3-D survey was remigrated in late 1996 to improve the poor data in the gas chimney area and to eliminate random 
noise. Attributes within D32136 reservoir were extracted from the seismic data and analyzed. Initial analysis of these attributes, 
indicated that they are conformable with a fieldwide gas water contact. Additionally amplitude variations within the gas reservoir 
were qualitatively correlated with differences in the D32136 net reservoir thickness. Using a geologic model as a guide, a two 
dimensional zero phase seismic model was constructed to study the feasibility of predicting net gas thickness from seismic 
attributes. Analysis of the seismic model indicated that net pay could be predicted from the seismic data. 

In the real 3-D data; however, a single attribute alone is insufficient to differentiate net thickness differences due to other 
complexities such as the gas chimney. In this study two attributes were used. The two attributes, average absolute amplitude 
and peak amplitude, were calibrated with 4 wells and a pseudo well, combined statistically, and then extrapolated linearly to 
obtain a D32136 net gas thickness map. This seismically derived net gas thickness map was used as a predictive tool in the 
development drilling to optimize well locations. The model will also be used in the development drilling of the nearby Bintang 
gas field which shares similar reservoir characteristics in group D. 
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